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Abstract:
A prototype of the C-band (4-8 GHz) feed horn for the EVLA has been designed, built and tested.
This feed horn is a compact corrugated horn and has an aperture diameter of 11.2 A, and a length of
33.5 A, at the center frequency. The larger sections of the first two horns were fabricated using sheet
metal bands and rings similar to the EVLA L-band feed horn. The remaining 26 feeds will have
only machined sections. The feed has an average illumination taper of -12.5 dB in the 4-8 GHz
range. Cross-polarization is less than -24 dB in the design band. Measured return loss is better than
-18.8 dB.
Introduction:
A gain/system temperature (G/T) analysis performed at 3 GHz (Figure 1) showed an optimum
illumination taper of -17 dB at the edge of the subreflector (9.3° half-angle) for the EVLA antenna.
The space limitation on the new feed cone of the EVLA antenna precluded the use of a feed large
enough to yield a feed taper of -17 dB. As a compromise, a taper of -13 dB was selected for C-band
(4-8 GHz) resulting in a smaller feed. The G/T reduces by 10% going from -17 dB to -13 dB edge
taper. A compact horn with ring-loaded corrugations in the mode converter was chosen for this
band. This memo covers the design of the feed, prototype feed construction, details of the MIT
Lincoln Laboratory compact range where measurements were conducted, results of far-field range
measurements on the prototype feed, and measured efficiency on an EVLA antenna.
Design:
This design uses the compact or profile horn design [1], [2] where the transition from the throat to
the aperture of the feed has a cosine taper, reducing the length of the feed by about 30% compared
to a linear taper horn for the given taper of -13 dB at the edge of the subreflector. The diameter of
the feed is also smaller by about 25%. The input diameter of the feed is 1.875" to match the
diameter of the polarizer. The diameter at the first corrugation is 1.876", small enough to prevent
the excitation of the unwanted EH12 mode. The mode converter of the feed, where the TEn mode in
the circular waveguide is converted to HEn mode in the corrugated section, has a linear taper of 8°.
Again, the need to avoid the excitation of the EH 12 mode limited the mode converter semi-angle to a
small value. The mode converter has eight ring-loaded corrugations [3]. The pitch of the
corrugations is 0.473", yielding more than three corrugations per wavelength at 8 GHz. The flange
thickness is 0.090". The taper of the profile section is 8° at the output of the mode converter, goes
through a maximum of 12° at about two-thirds of the length from the mode converter end and tapers
off to 0° at the aperture. The aperture has an inside diameter of 22.118" and the length of the horn is

66". The aperture of this feed is 11.2 X and the length is 33.5 X at the center frequency. For
comparison, the L-band feed has an aperture of 7.3 X and length of 20 X at the center of the 1-2 GHz
band.
Prototype Feed:
The ring-loaded corrugations of the feed are formed using machined aluminum disks that fit inside a
bore in a machined housing. An input waveguide section that interfaces with the polarizer bolts to
the housing and holds the aluminum disks in place and, at the same time, applies uniform pressure
to ensure proper contact between the pieces. Figure 2 shows two views of the feed, one showing
work-in-progress and the second the completed feed. The housing that has the ring-loaded
corrugations also has eleven conventional corrugations machined into it. There are three other
sections, the first two of which also have machined corrugations. The third section has sheet metal
rings and bands that form the corrugations, held together by fiberglass lamination adapting the same
technique used in the fabrication of the L-band feed [4]. The feed weighs 120 pounds. The sheet
metal fabrication technique was used for the second feed as well. However, subsequent production
feeds will have only machined sections, saving a substantial amount of labor.
Range Measurement:
*
Far-field patterns of the feed were measured in a compact range at MIT Lincoln Laboratory . This
range was commissioned in August 2004. The C-band feed was the first feed to be measured [5] in
this range. The chamber is 66' long x 44' wide x 38' high and has a 12' cubical quiet zone centered
19' above the floor. The chamber has 36" and 44" pyramidal and wedge absorbers. A linearlypolarized horn antenna, covering 2-18 GHz, illuminates an offset-blended, rolled-edge reflector,
producing the plane wave required for the antenna measurement. The reflector has a projected
aperture 24' x 24'. A 10' x 10' parabolic section in the center has surface rms < 0.0015". The range
is optimal for measurement in the 400 MHz to 100 GHz frequency range. The test antenna is
mounted on an upper polarization-over-elevation positioner at the top of a fiber glass tower. This
tower is attached to a 6' linear slide that is mounted on a lower azimuth-over-elevation positioner.
Figure 3 shows a picture of the C-band feed in the compact range.
The 4-8 GHz band was split into two sub-bands: 3.95-5.85 GHz and 5.85-8.20 GHz. A circular-torectangular stepped transition (1.875" circular to WR-187) with twelve sections and a rectangular
stepped transition (WR-187 to WR-137) with nine sections were designed and fabricated using
electrical discharge machining. For the lower band, the twelve-section transition was used and for
the upper band, the two transitions were used in conjunction. In the lower band, far-field patterns
were recorded between 3.8 GHz and 6.2 GHz. In the upper band, patterns were measured between
5.8 GHz and 8.2 GHz. The frequency step for both bands was 0.2 GHz and patterns were recorded
in the ± 120° range. Co-polarized patterns were measured in E-, H- and 450-planes. Cross-polarized
patterns were measured only in the 450-plane and normalized with respect to the peak of the copolar patterns. During these measurements, the center of rotation was 18" behind the aperture of the
feed. This is close to the phase center location at 4.4 GHz. The feed could not be moved forward to
access phase-center locations at higher frequencies because of the limited travel available on the
linear slide on which the feed was mounted.

*
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Results of Range Measurements:
Measured far-field patterns are overlaid on theoretical patterns in Figures 4, 5 and 6 at 4.0, 6.0 and
7.8 GHz, respectively. The theoretical patterns were calculated using mode-matching technique. Both
H- and E-plane patterns are shown. There is excellent agreement between the two patterns out to the
first null at all frequencies. Pattern in the E-plane at 8 GHz has a flat top on boresight indicating either
receiver saturation or overmoding. The match between measurement and theory is good at all other
measured frequencies. Figure 7 shows measured H- and E-plane patterns superimposed at 4.8 GHz and
6.0 GHz indicating good circularity of the beam. Cross-polarization is lower than -24 dB in the entire
4-8 GHz range. Figure 8 shows co- and cross-polarized patterns at 6.0 and 7.8 GHz. Table 1 shows
the illumination taper at the edge of the subreflector in the principal planes.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the illumination taper at 7.2 GHz is about -16 dB, which is notably
lower than at other frequencies. Figure 9 shows the measured patterns at different frequencies plotted
between ± 20° in the H- and E-planes. It is clear that the taper does not vary monotonically as a
function of frequency as would be expected. The phase curvature of the aperture field in the profile
horn is the sum of that of a linear taper horn and an open-ended waveguide. This phase curvature and
the presence of the HE12 mode (due to the changing profile) change the profile of the co-polar pattern.
Figure 10 shows measured and theoretical patterns overlaid at 7.2 GHz. Good agreement between the
patterns indicates that the illumination taper at 7.2 GHz is real and is not a result of any anomaly in the
measurement.
Pattern measurements were made on feed #4 in June 2005 at the Outdoor Antenna Test Range (OATR)
on the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology campus. The measurement distance at this
range is IT 4". Agreement between the two measurements is generally good. These measurements
were done with the center of rotation at 30" behind the aperture plane of the feed and this corresponded
to the phase center location at 5.6 GHz.

Freq.
(GHz)
4.0

Table 1
Taper at 9.3°
(dB)
H-plane
E-plane
-12.3
-11.9

X-pol
(dB)

PC
(inches)

-34.1

(14.0)
18.0

4.4

-12.2

-12.0

-31.5

4.8

-11.2

-11.8

-31.5

5.2

-12.4

-11.8

-32.2

5.6

-11.4

-36.7

30.0

6.0

-11.6
-13.0

-13.2

-39.2

(34.0)

6.4

-13.3
-12.5

-11.9
-13.5

-32.8

6.8
7.2

-16.2

-15.9

-31.0

7.6

-12.0

-25.0

8.0

-11.8

-12.0
-10.2

-25.8

-24.0

Return Loss Measurement:
The VSWR measurement on the first prototype feed was not done because of time constraints. After
the prototype feed was installed on antenna #13, measurement of the feed with a scalar analyzer
indicated return loss better than -15 dB over the entire 4-8 GHz band. Return loss measurements were
made also in two bands with separate calibrations for each band. The third feed, which has all
machined sections, was measured with a vector network analyzer. Figure 11 shows the measured
return loss with and without the radome. At 4 GHz, the return loss is -18.8 dB; above 4.04 GHz, return
loss is better than -20 dB. The radome material is Esscolam 10 from L-3 ESSCO.
Measured Efficiency and Spillover Temperature:
The feed was installed on EVLA antenna #13, and spillover and efficiency measurements were
conducted in February 2005 by R. Perley and R. Hayward [6]. The efficiency is 0.55 from 4 to 5 GHz
and it increases to 0.65 from 6 to 8 GHz. The estimated spillover temperature at zenith at 4.85 GHz is
5 K. The spillover is nearly constant at all frequencies between zenith and 30° elevation, increases by
1 K at 20° elevation, and then increases rapidly by 10 to 15 K at 8° elevation. The spillover is highest
at the low end of the band and is higher by about 4 K compared to that at the high end.
Conclusion:
The average illumination taper of the feed is -12.6 dB in the H-plane and -12.4 dB in the E-plane in the
4-8 GHz band. The design goal was -13 dB. The measured far-field patterns agree well with theory.
The cross-polarized sidelobes are lower than -30 dB except at the high end of the band where it is about
-25 dB. The phase centers at 4.4 GHz and 5.6 GHz are 18" and 30", respectively, below the aperture
plane. The distances given in Table 1 at 4.0 GHz and 6.0 GHz are extrapolated from the measured
values. The total phase center travel is estimated to be 40" over the 4 to 8 GHz range. Measured
aperture efficiency of the feed on EVLA antenna #13 varies between 55% and 67%.
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Fig. 1. Gain/system temperature vs. illumination taper at 3 GHz.

Fig. 3. Feed horn installed in the compact range at MIT/Lincoln Laboratory.
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Fig. 4. Far-field patterns at 4.0 GHz.
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Fig. 5. Far-field patterns at 6.0 GHz.
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Fig. 6. Far-field patterns at 7.8 GHz.
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Fig. 7. Measured far-field patterns: H- and E- planes.
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Fig. 8. Measured co-polarized and cross-polarized patterns.
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Fig. 9. Measured far-field patterns in the H- and E-planes.
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Fig. 10. Far-field patterns at 7.2 GHz: theory and measured.
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Fig. 11. Measured return loss on feed #3.
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